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! igenerally thought of as a major problem in con
nection with matters of re-settlement, is rapidly 

The general attitude of the Canadian business as8uming throughout Canada a serious aspect- 
community in these days, regarded as a whole, can the problem of housing. In Montreal, and we be- 
be summed up in a classic political phrase as one „ conditions in many other cities of the Do- ' 
of “watchful waiting- -waiting for developments minion am ^ dissimi,ar, the housing question is 
m the international situation in the price tender.- becoming an extremely serious matter for
cies of raw materials and staple commodities^ in ^ majority of people-certainly
the various problems connected with labour. ■; ^ J ™While there is no doubt that some manufacturers a num.ber .ofJ.olkM ™e
and traders, who for one reason and another, dances which have developed intothe present 
have got loaded up with raw materials and com- condition of affairs are easily understandable, 
modities at the maximum prices of 1918. are on There has been practically no new construction, 
tenter-hooks in regard to their disposal, there is Montreal at all events, since 1914, and very lit- 
on the other hand no reason to believe that this tie for s year before that. The population has

considerably increased in many cities in the m-
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state of things is so widespread as to threaten
injury to the commercial and industrial terim, and the existing high prices both of labour

While special and of materials discourage the speculative build- 
W hile construction has been thus at a stand-

grave
structure of Canada as a whole, 
war taxation has made substantial inroads up- er. 
on war-time profits, these latter have been upon a still, local taxes have been largely increased, and 
sufficiently liberal scale to enable manufacturers the cost of repairs, doubled or tripled. So that 
and traders to weather an adverse period. It is the marked rise in rents, which has again been 
evident, morever, that while in certain special evident this February, is quite easily explained, 
lines there may tie a rapid decrease in prices, in The unsatisfactory feature of the present situa- 
the case of the great majority of staple commodi- tion is that, speaking generally, no effective plans 
ties, that decrease will be quite gradual, and it are yet in sight for any appreciable increase of 
seems even possible that on any marked increase housing facilities in the big centres of the Domin- 
in enquiries from buyers, as a result of the re- ion. True the Dominion Ctowniment set aalde 
opening of channels of trade which have lieen some time ago an amount of *25,000,000 to be de- 
closed for four years, that there would be at least voted to giants to the provinces and through them 
a stabilising of prices and perhaps even an upward to the municipalities for this PUi ^e bu any 
reaction from the recessions which have been action being taken by public authorities dong 
lately announced. Buying in all lines at present these lines is quite isolated and painful y slow 
i i undoubtedly of a hand-to-mouth character, and There is, in any event, some very reasonable doubt 
in this fact lies considerable assurance for the whether public authorities as they are normally 
future. With the settlement of the international constituted ™ Canada are the best of executives 
situation abroad, and that, in spite of all th* in a forward policy of this kind. The probabd- 
aliirms and exordiums of the special correspond- .ties are that tetter results would be achieved 
ents. is only a question of time, good sense and through pnvate enterprise on^U. ge^ewb xh 
negotiation, there may easily develop a brisk de- would undertake the thorough and systematic de
mand for all lines of commodities tiased upon fre* velopment ofthe suburba^fionsofourCana- 
dom again to pursue the normal ways of peace, dian cities, imm^.ately economic rond,tions be. 
and to repair the wastage which not only in bel- came sufficiently favourable to permit of such de-
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th! of the time for the eet- tot. «ll-built ehd tonvehieM seheol. fortto eon-

tk ment of the terme of annual leases has drawn glomeratmn of shacks whk* now ^«rothe 
again the pointed attention of the community to «**11*. of every large Canadian centre between 

8 xonomic problem, which while perhaps not
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